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Adidas NMD R1 <br/> <br/>Adidas latest take on the NMD R1 adidas nmd sko silhouette, the
adidas NMD R1 Primeknit STLT, will be releasing in an �Ash Green� colorway early in the
new year. The STLT differs from other adidas NMD models in the construction of its upper,
which includes a new ribbed Primeknit that gives the shoe a new patterned look. That patterned
look is accentuated on this colorway by the dark striping that can be found across the mint-like
green upper. One interesting touch that this colorway receives is its translucent outsole, an
uncommon look for an NMD. <br/> <br/>The adidas NMD R1 PK STLT �Ash Green� releases
in January 2018 on adidas.com and from adidas retailers. Check out the official images below.
<br/> <br/>The adidas NMD R1 adidas nmd r1 Primeknit Japan triple black will be a must cop to
end the summer season. The shoe is simply dressed in full core black and made of primeknit
with matching three stripes on the sides. Other details include a tonal Boost midsole with EVA
inserts and the striking Japanese branding on the front portion of the sole to complete its
all-black look altogether. <br/> <br/>Retailing for a price tag of $170, look for the adidas NMD
R1 Primeknit Japan Triple Black at select adidas stores and online on August 11th. Be sure to
click and bookmark our Air Jordan 13 GS Wolf Grey hub page now for the shoe�s latest
release info and up-to-the-minute updates and images. Always keep it locked to KicksOnFire for
the latest in sneaker news. <br/> <br/>This latest version of the adidas NMD R1 looks similar to
past releases but it�s still a bit different. Sporting an almost triple white theme, the sneaker is
made of a breathable mesh upper with matching welded TPU details while the Three Stripes on
the lateral sides are colored in trace grey for a bit of contrast. A matching white Boost midsole
and rubber outsole completes the clean design altogether.</font><br/><font
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